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Abstract
The emergence of “big data” initiatives has led to the need for tools that can automatically extract valuable chemical information from large volumes of unstructured data,
such as the scientific literature. Since chemical information can be present in figures,
tables, and textual paragraphs, successful information extraction often depends on the
ability to interpret all of these domains simultaneously. We present a complete toolkit
for the automated extraction of chemical entities and their associated properties, measurements, and relationships from scientific documents that can be used to populate
structured chemical databases. Our system provides an extensible, chemistry-aware
natural language processing pipeline for tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named
entity recognition and phrase parsing. Within this scope, we report improved performance for chemical named entity recognition through the use of unsupervised word
clustering based on a massive corpus of chemistry articles. For phrase parsing and
information extraction, we present the novel use of multiple rule-based grammars that
are tailored for interpreting specific document domains such as textual paragraphs,
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captions and tables. We also describe document-level processing to resolve data interdependencies, and show that this is particularly necessary for the auto-generation
of chemical databases since captions and tables commonly contain chemical identifiers and references that are defined elsewhere in the text. The performance of the
toolkit to correctly extract various types of data was evaluated, affording an F-score of
93.4%, 86.8% and 91.5% for extracting chemical identifiers, spectroscopic attributes,
and chemical property attributes, respectively; set against the CHEMDNER chemical
name extraction challenge, ChemDataExtractor yields a competitive F-score of 87.8%.
All tools have been released under the MIT license and are available to download from
http://www.chemdataextractor.org.

Introduction
Scientific results are typically communicated in the form of papers, patents and theses that
contain unstructured and semi-structured data described by free flowing natural language
that is not readily interpretable by machines. Yet, manual data abstraction by humans
with expert knowledge is an expensive, labor-intensive and error-prone process. With the
continued growth of new publications, it is becoming increasingly difficult to create and
maintain up-to-date manually curated databases, and automated information extraction by
machines is fast becoming a necessity.
The chemistry literature presents an attractive and tractable target for this automated
extraction as it is typically comprised of formulaic, data-rich language that is well-suited for
machine analysis with the potential for high recall and precision. The extracted chemical
information can be used to create and populate databases of chemical structures, properties
and observations, opening up new avenues for discovery through large-scale data mining
studies that are of great value in diverse areas such as materials discovery, drug discovery,
and intellectual property protection.
In recent years, efforts such as The Materials Genome Initiative 1 have led to an increased
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focus on large-scale data-mining for materials discovery. Notable projects include the Harvard Clean Energy Project, 2 which focuses on materials for organic photovoltaics, and the
Materials Project, 3 which focuses on battery materials. These existing projects are primarily
confined to exploiting computational resources to predict chemical properties, an approach
that would be well complemented by wider availability of machine-readable databases of
experimental properties. Moreover, a generic method that can automatically generate a
database for any type of material property would extend the reach of existing efforts to all
areas of materials science, rather than pre-defining a focus on a specific area.
While there are many well-established text-mining tools in the biomedical domain, 4–7
chemistry and materials text-mining is less widespread and fewer tools have been developed.
Reviews by Eltyeb and Salim, 8 Vazquez et al. 9 and Gurulingappa et al. 10 provide comprehensive overviews of the existing chemistry text-mining tools and methods. Most of these
tools focus narrowly on extracting specific entity types from specific document domains,
while there are relatively few methodologies that embrace a broader focus on the extraction
of chemical information, including properties, experimental measurements and relationships
between entities.
One such tool is ChemicalTagger, 11 which parses experimental synthesis sections of documents to determine chemical roles (e.g. reactant, solvent) and relationships with experimental actions (e.g. heated, stirred), through the use of an ANTLR grammar 12 for rule-based
text parsing and OSCAR 13 for chemical named entity recognition. ChemicalTagger has been
used in conjunction with the commercial tool LeadMine 14 for the extraction of melting points
from patents, 15 and additionally, the ChemEx project 16 extended ChemicalTagger with additional biomedical entity recognizers and image recognition of 2D chemical structures using
OSRA. 17
Gurulingappa et al. 10 outline the various challenges to further progress, and, in particular,
highlight the distribution of information across different components of documents, such as
textual paragraphs, images, tables and captions, as one of the primary barriers to successful
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extraction of chemical information.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive toolkit for the automated extraction of chemical information from scientific documents. The toolkit provides a complete natural language
processing (NLP) pipeline that makes use of a wide range of state-of-the-art methods, including a chemistry-aware part-of-speech (POS) tagger, named entity recognizers that combine
conditional random fields and dictionaries, rule-based grammars for phrase parsing, and
word clustering to improve performance of machine learning methods through unsupervised
training. In addition, the toolkit includes a table parser for extracting information from
semi-structured tabulated data, and document-level post-processing algorithms to resolve
data interdependencies between information extracted from different parts of a document.
By automating the extraction of chemical entities, properties, measurements and procedures, our toolkit enables vast chemical databases to be created and populated with minimal
time, effort and expense.

Implementation
System overview
Our system provides an end-to-end text-mining pipeline that takes PDF, HTML and XML
files as input and produces an output of machine-readable structured data that is suitable
for depositing in a database. Figure 1 presents an overview of the system. Our approach to
each stage of the process is described below.

Document processing
The first stage of the system is to process PDF, HTML and XML files to isolate the relevant document domains, extract the raw text, and merge potentially fragmented data from
different sources to produce a complete document record. The end result is a consistent,
simplified document structure that consists of a single linear stream of document title, ab4
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Figure 1: Overview of the complete information extraction system. Document Processors
convert various input formats into a universal document model that consists of a single linear
stream of elements such as paragraphs and tables that are each processed independently
to extract information. This information is then merged to produce a single collection of
chemical records for the overall document.
stract, heading, paragraph, figure, and table document elements. This allows subsequent
components in the pipeline to process each document in exactly the same way, regardless of
the original document format.
For text from HTML and XML sources, semantic markup of headings, paragraphs, captions and tables makes processing a trivial process. Once each text domain has been isolated,
any further embedded markup (for example specifying bold and italic characters) is stripped
to produce plain text for natural language processing. For tables, individual cells are treated
as separate text domains, and stored in nested lists that represent the original table structure.
PDF documents present a greater challenge, as the format is not designed for the content to be easily interpreted by a machine. ChemDataExtractor provides layout analysis
tools, built on top of the PDFMiner framework, 18 that use the positions of images and text
characters to group text into headings, paragraphs and captions.

Natural language processing
The natural language processing pipeline extracts structured information from the Englishlanguage text in headings, paragraphs and captions. It is made up of five main stages:
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tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, phrase parsing, and information extraction. Figure 2 shows an overview of the pipeline, alongside an illustration of each
stage applied to an example text passage.

Tokenization
The tokenization process converts text passages into a stream of tokens that are suitable
for natural language processing. Text is first split into sentences, and then each sentence is
further split into tokens that broadly correspond to individual words and punctuation.
Our system provides a sentence splitter that makes use of the Punkt algorithm by Kiss
and Strunk, 19 which detects sentence boundaries through unsupervised learning of common
abbreviations and sentence starters. This algorithm has been shown to be broadly applicable
to many languages and text domains, and performs best when it has been trained on text from
the target domain. 20 The unsupervised nature of this training process makes this method
particularly well-suited to the chemistry domain, where there is a huge archive of literature
available, and yet, very few collections have been manually annotated with features such as
sentence boundaries. Our sentence splitter has been trained on the abstract, main text and
captions of 3,592 chemistry articles published by The American Chemical Society (ACS),
The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) and Springer. The sentence splitter identifies 702,132
individual sentences in the training articles, correctly distinguishing true sentence boundaries
from full stops that occur in abbreviations, such as “et al.”, “fig.”, “ref.” and “equiv.” that
are prevalent in the chemistry literature.
The word tokenizer has been designed to broadly match the Penn Treebank policy, with
some modifications to better handle chemistry text. Tokens are split on all whitespace
and most punctuation characters, with exceptions for brackets, colons, and other symbols in
certain situations to preserve entities such as chemical names as a single token. Additionally,
care is taken to consistently split units and mathematical symbols from numeric values,
regardless of whether the source text contains a space between them.
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Figure 2: The natural language processing pipeline. Text is first split into sentences and
then into individual tokens. The part-of-speech tagger and entity recognizer outputs are
combined to assign a single tag to each token, which is then parsed using a rule-based
grammar to produce a tree structure. This tree structure is interpreted to extract individual
chemical records for this sentence, which are then combined with records from throughout
the document to resolve data interdependencies and produce unified records for depositing
in a database. Tags shown: NN = noun, CD = cardinal number, VBZ = verb (third person
singular present), DT = determiner, NNS = noun plural, IN = preposition, JJ = adjective,
CC = coordinating conjunction, CM = chemical mention.
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Text normalization is an important step that removes commonly occurring inconsistencies
that have a detrimental impact on the performance of machine learning and dictionary
methods, and add unnecessary complexity to parsing rules. In contrast to other systems that
normalize text prior to tokenization, our tokenizer is designed to operate on any unicode text
input, and normalization is subsequently performed on the text content of each individual
token. The advantage of this approach is that each token can retain a pointer to its exact
start and end position within the source text, even if normalization then changes the length
of tokens. Therefore, the original token text can always be recovered, and any information
derived about a token can be easily annotated back onto the original document.
As part of the normalization, unicode characters with similar appearance that are often
used interchangeably are standardized, all non-printing control characters are removed, and
alternative chemical spellings are unified.

Word clustering
To achieve good performance, many machine learning techniques that are used in natural
language processing must first be trained in a supervised fashion by providing a large collection of text from the target domain that has been manually annotated with the desired
results. However, previous work has shown that the performance of these methods can be
improved by adding unsupervised word representations as extra word features. 21 This is particularly useful in the chemistry domain, where the relative lack of annotated text collections
for supervised training can be compensated for by using word cluster features derived from
the extensive and widely available unannotated literature.
Our system makes use of features derived from Brown clustering, 22 a form of hierarchical
clustering of words based on the contexts in which they occur. This has been shown to
improve the performance of part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition in a variety
of domains. 21,23–26 Figure 3 shows how various components of our natural language processing
pipeline incorporate both unsupervised and supervised learning.
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Figure 3: Supervised (solid lines) and unsupervised (dashed lines) training methods for
machine learning-based NLP components. The sentence tokenizer relies entirely on unsupervised training using the raw text of chemistry articles, whereas the the part-of-speech tagger
and chemical entity recognizer combine unsupervised features from word clusters with supervised training from labeled corpora, such as GENIA (2,000 MEDLINE abstracts with
manually annotated part-of-speech tags) and CHEMDNER (10,000 PubMed abstracts with
manually annotated chemical entity mentions).
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0000000011: H2O, MeOH, EtOAc, hexane, TFA
10011011100: NPs, NCs, NRs, NWs, NTs, NSs, NBs
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1111000001110: subs@tuted, func@onalized, terminated
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Figure 4: The most common words in seven example word clusters. The binary path defines the hierarchical position for each cluster. Larger cluster supersets can be obtained by
considering different length prefixes of the binary path.
Clustering was performed on the full text and captions of 3,592 chemistry articles published by the ACS, the RSC and Springer. Once tokenized, this collection consists of about
20 million words in about 700,000 sentences. Clustering was performed using the Liang C++
implementation 27 to produce 1,500 clusters containing 372,799 unique words. Figure 4 shows
the highest frequency words in seven example clusters. As Brown clusters are hierarchical,
different length prefixes of the binary path correspond to cluster supersets, which can also
be used as features in machine learning methods.

Part-of-speech-tagging
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging involves assigning a tag to each token that describes its syntactic function, for example as a noun, verb or adjective. Entity recognition, phrase parsing
and information extraction tools routinely use the POS tags on tokens as part of their input,
and thus their success is often highly dependent on the accuracy of the tagging process.
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The vast majority of publicly available natural language processing tools provide POS
taggers that have been trained on newspaper articles, and therefore do not necessarily perform well on chemistry literature. Tsuruoka et al. 4 found that by training a POS tagger on
a combined corpus of newspaper articles (WSJ corpus 28 ) and MEDLINE abstracts (GENIA
corpus 29 ), performance in the biomedical domain was greatly improved. In the absence of
any equivalent POS-annotated corpus that covers the wider chemistry domain, the POS
tagger in our system makes use of the same newspaper and biomedical training corpora,
but also supplements these with unsupervised word cluster features derived from chemistry
articles. This improves performance across a wider range of subject areas and document
domains (such as captions) that are not well-covered by the training corpora.
Table 1: Features used in the POS tagger. A context window is used, such that some features
for the token at index i are derived from the token text (w) of surrounding tokens.
Feature
Word
Bigrams
Word shape
Brown clusters
Length
Prefixes
Suffixes
Hyphenated
Alphabetical
Case
Number
Punctuation

Context
wi−2 , wi−1 , wi , wi+1 , wi+2
wi−2 wi−1 , wi−1 wi , wi wi+1 , wi+1 wi+2
wi−2 , wi−1 , wi , wi+1 , wi+2
wi−2 , wi−1 , wi , wi+1 , wi+2
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi

Description
Normalized lowercase token text
Combinations of consecutive tokens
Simplified token representation
4, 6, 10, and 20 bit binary path prefixes
Number of characters in token
1-5 character prefixes
1-5 character suffixes
Contains a hyphen character
Contains only alphabetical characters
Is upper, lower, or title cased
Is a number in digit or word form
Contains only punctuation characters

The POS tagger uses a linear-chain conditional random field (CRF) model, trained using
the Orthant-Wise Limited-memory Quasi-Newton (OWL-QN) method as implemented by
the CRFsuite framework. 30 The features for each token are shown in Table 1. The word
shape feature is derived by replacing every number with ‘d’, every greek letter with ‘g’, and
every latin letter with ‘X’ or ‘x’ for uppercase and lowercase respectively.
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Chemical named entity recognition
In order to extract information such as relations and properties, the named entities involved
must first be recognized. The task of recognizing chemical entity mentions in text is an area
that has recently received significant attention. The best performing approaches typically
involve a hybrid approach that combines dictionary and rule-based methods with machine
learning methods. The OSCAR4 recognizer, 13 which uses a maximum-entropy Markov model
(MEMM), and ChemSpot, 31 which uses a CRF model, are two of the most well-established
systems. More recently, the CHEMDNER community challenge has promoted the development of a number of new systems, 32 and provided the CHEMDNER corpus of 10,000
PubMed abstracts with 84,355 manually annotated chemical entity mentions. 33
Due to the wide variety of methods with differing strengths, our approach is to provide
a modular architecture for named entity recognition that allows the results from multiple
methodologies to be combined using heuristic techniques. We primarily use a CRF-based
recognizer for chemical names, in combination with a dictionary-based recognizer that provides improved performance for trivial and trade names, and a regular expression-based
recognizer that excels for database identifiers and chemical formulae.
The dictionary-based recognizer uses a word list compiled from the Jochem chemical
dictionary 34 with an automatic filtering process based on the method described by Lowe
and Sayle 14 that excludes entries that lead to false positives. For efficient storage and fast
string matching, the dictionary is stored as a directed acyclic word graph (DAWG), which
uses a graph-like representation to eliminate redundancy between similar names.
The CRF-based recognizer uses a linear-chain CRF model, trained using the OWL-QN
method as implemented by the CRFsuite framework. 30 The features that are generated for
each token are listed in Table 2. An “IOB” labelling scheme was utilized, where each token
is labelled as the beginning of a chemical name (B), in a chemical name (I), or outside a
chemical name (O). Training was performed using the training subset of the CHEMDNER
corpus and the word clusters derived from chemistry articles.
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Table 2: Features used in CRF chemical named entity recognizer. A context window is
used, such that some features for the token at index i are derived from the token text (w)
of surrounding tokens.
Feature
Word
POS tags
Word shape
Brown clusters
Length
Counts
Prefixes
Suffixes
Hyphenated
Alphabetical
Case
Number
Punctuation
URL

Context
wi−2 , wi−1 ,
wi−2 , wi−1 ,
wi−2 , wi−1 ,
wi−2 , wi−1 ,
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi
wi

wi ,
wi ,
wi ,
wi ,

wi+1 ,
wi+1 ,
wi+1 ,
wi+1 ,

wi+2
wi+2
wi+2
wi+2

Description
Normalized lowercase token text
Part-of-speech tag
Simplified token representation
4, 6, 10, and 20 bit binary path prefixes
Number of characters in token
Digit, upper and lower case letter counts
1-5 character prefixes
1-5 character suffixes
Contains a hyphen character
Contains only alphabetical characters
Is upper, lower, or title cased
Is a number in digit or word form
Contains only punctuation characters
Looks like a URL

Phrase parsing
In general, parsing natural language is a challenging problem, due to ambiguities that mean
a single sentence can sometimes be parsed in multiple different ways to produce different
meanings. In practice, the formulaic and precise nature of the chemistry literature means
that this occurs less often, and parsing to a level that is adequate for information extraction
is much more tractable than in other domains.
The ChemicalTagger project pioneered the use of a rule-based grammar for parsing experimental synthesis sections of chemistry texts. Their strategy was to attempt to build one
universal grammar to parse all possible inputs, but this was pushing at the practical limits
of a single rule-based grammar, even within their relatively narrow target domain.
Our alternative strategy is to make use of multiple, more specialized grammars that are
tailored to extracting more specific types of chemical information. Similarly to ChemicalTagger, our system produces input for the parser in the form of a merged list of tags from
the part-of-speech tagger and chemical entity recognizer. Each grammar consists of a series
of nested rules that describe how sequences of tagged tokens can be translated into a tree
13

a) Chemical iden-ﬁer grammar

name = T(‘B-CM’) + ZeroOrMore(T(‘I-CM’))
label = R(‘[1-9][a-z]?’) | R(‘[IVX]+’)
cem: name + W(‘(’) + label + W(‘)’)
b) Parse tree for “ … 1,2-dihydroxybenzene (3a) … ”
cem
name

label

1,2-dihydroxybenzene

3a

Figure 5: An example rule-based parsing grammar that recognizes chemical names with an
associated alphanumeric label.
model that represents the syntactic structure of each sentence. Grammars are defined in
simple Python code, and unlike other tools, they do not need to be compiled before use.
Figure 5a shows a simplified grammar, which recognizes definitions of alphanumeric compound labels in terms of a full chemical name. The rules are primarily constructed using
three core elements: T, which matches a token based on its POS or entity tag, W, which
matches the exact text of a token, and R, which matches text patterns using regular expressions. The + operator is used to define a required sequence of tokens, while the | operator
is used where just one of multiple alternatives is required. Additional elements such as
Optional, ZeroOrMore and Not allow more complex rules to be constructed.
In the example grammar shown in Figure 5a, the first rule, name, matches a token with
the tag B-CM, followed by zero or more tokens with the tag I-CM, corresponding to the output
tags of the chemical named entity recognizer. The second rule, label, defines two regular
expression patterns, one for alphanumeric labels and one for Roman numerals, either of which
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may be matched. The final rule, cem, is defined in terms of the first two rules. It requires a
name, followed by a label enclosed within brackets. Figure 5b shows an illustration of the
tree data structure that results from applying this grammar to an example sentence.

Table parsing
Tables are a highly attractive target for information extraction due to both their high data
density and also their semi-structured nature that facilitates interpretation in comparison to
completely unstructured natural language. Despite the lack of strict table format standardization, many tables in the chemistry literature follow broad conventions that make accurate
interpretation possible through rule-based methods.
An overview of the table parsing system is shown in Figure 6. At present, ChemDataExtractor primarily targets tables in which each row corresponds to a single chemical entity,
and each column describes property values for that entity. By treating each individual table
cell as a short, highly formulaic sentence, information can be extracted using a specialized
version of the natural language processing pipeline. This consists of a more fine-grained tokenizer and a series of rule-based parsing grammars, each tailored specifically for extracting
a certain property type.
Column headings are parsed first, to determine the type of data in the cells below, as well
as any relevant units. Column headings can also contain contextual data themselves, such as
temperatures, concentrations or solvent names, which are applied to the property values in
every cell below that heading. Interpreting the property values in each cell can be as simple
as reading a single numeric value, but multiple bracketed and comma-separated values within
a single cell are commonplace. In these cases, interpretation of any corresponding bracketed
or comma-separated structure in the column heading is often necessary to successfully parse
the values and assign the correct units to the correct values.
Figure 6 shows an example of a simple table that contains a UV-vis absorption peak
wavelength and extinction value for a single compound. After each cell has been separately
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tokenized and tagged, the heading cells are parsed to determine the column types and units.
In this case, the first column contains chemical entity identifiers, and the second column
contains combined UV-vis wavelength and extinction values. Each subsequent row is then
processed individually to produce a chemical record, taking into account the column classification from each heading to choose the appropriate parsing grammar for the cells below.

Data interdependency resolution
In many cases, the information extracted from a single sentence, caption or table can be
meaningless or even misleading without the context provided by the rest of the document.
The final stage of our system involves post-processing to resolve these data interdependencies
and combine the data from individual document domains into a single complete structured
record for each unique chemical entity that is mentioned in the document.

Chemical identifier disambiguation
Initially, each heading, paragraph, caption and table is processed completely independently
to produce structured chemical records that are defined in terms of whatever chemical name,
abbreviation or identifier is used locally in that context. The records from throughout the
document are then combined into a single list, and records that refer to the same chemical
entity are merged into a single record.
Our system detects definitions of chemical abbreviations and labels using a method based
on the algorithm by Hearst and Schwartz. 35 This algorithm is applied to all sentences in the
document to produce a list of mappings between abbreviations and their corresponding full
unabbreviated names. These mappings are then used to merge data that is defined in terms
of different identifiers into single records for each unique chemical entity.
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Heading Type

Dye

λabs/nm (ε/M⁻¹ cm⁻¹)

3a

448 (29,000)

Chemical Iden@ﬁer

Heading Data

Cell Data
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resolu7on
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ex@nc@on units
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Cap$on
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Footnote
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Database
Figure 6: Overview of the main stages in the table parsing system (left) applied to a simplified example table (right). First, table headings are parsed to classify the type of each
column, and then all the cells in each row are parsed to produce a compound record. The
data interdependency resolution process incorporates information from the table caption and
elsewhere in the document to produce the final record.
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The dye 2-[2-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]diazenyl]-benzoic acid (3a) was added…
UV-vis spectra were recorded using an Agilent8453 diode array spectrophotometer.

{
“name”: “2-[2-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]diazenyl]-benzoic acid”,
“label”: “3a”,
“uvvis”: [ {
“solvent”: “acetonitrile”,
“apparatus”: “Agilent8453 diode array spectrophotometer”,
“peaks”: [ {“wavelength”: “448”, “extinction”: “29,000” } ],
} ],
}

Figure 2: UV-vis absorption spectra of 3a in acetonitrile.

Dye
3a
3b

λmax/nm (ε/M−1 cm−1)
448 (29,000)
415 (48,000)

Figure 7: An example of how information from sentences, captions and tables is combined
to produce a structured data record.
Global contextual information
In some cases, a sentence contains spectroscopic attributes or property information but is
lacking any specific chemical identification information. Often, for example in experimental
sections of a research article, the chemical identification information may be available in the
preceding sentence or heading, and if so, this is used. Otherwise, these sentences typically
contain contextual information (for example, a temperature, solvent or apparatus) that is
applicable to all properties or spectra of a certain type. In these cases, the information is
merged into all other records for all spectra or properties of that type and the record itself
is removed.

Final data model
Figure 8 presents the schema of the final data model. The extracted data are primarily based
around chemical entity records that contain all the names, abbreviations and labels that were
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used in the document to refer to a given chemical entity. Each chemical entity record can have
multiple associated spectra and properties, and each spectrum can also optionally contain
information about individual peaks. ChemDataExtractor comes with built-in parsers and
extractors for the specific property and spectrum types shown in Figure 8; however, the
extensible and modular design of ChemDataExtractor means that it is straightforward for
users to build additional parsers and extractors for other property and spectrum types.
The final chemical records may be saved directly to a document-oriented NoSQL database,
or to a relational database through the use of an object-relational mapper. Alternatively,
they may be exported to a variety of file formats including Microsoft Excel, SDF, CSV or
JSON.

Evaluation
Evaluation metrics
For all aspects of the system, performance has been evaluated in terms of precision (the
percentage of retrieved results that are correct), recall (the percentage of correct results that
are retrieved) and F-score (harmonic mean of precision and recall). These are defined as

Precision =

Recall =

F-score = 2 ·

TP
TP + FP

TP
TP + FN

Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall

(1)

(2)

(3)

where TP is a true positive that the system correctly identified, FP is a false positive
that the system incorrectly identified, and FN is a false negative that the system failed to
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Figure 8: The data model for extracted chemical entities and their associated experimental
properties and spectroscopic attributes, as currently provided by ChemDataExtractor. Users
of the toolkit may extend this data model by defining their own custom parsers.
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recognize.

Evaluation of information extraction from academic journals
Overall performance was evaluated by applying ChemDataExtractor to a test collection of
50 open-access chemistry articles that were selected from journals published by the ACS, the
RSC and Springer. The precision, recall and F-score for the extraction of various different
kinds of information were calculated by comparing ChemDataExtractor’s output with a
gold standard output 36 that was manually compiled especially for this evaluation. Strict
guidelines were developed to ensure manual extraction was performed consistently.
Chemical entities, spectra and properties were extracted from the abstract, main text,
tables and figure captions. For this evaluation, extraction of melting point, oxidation and
reduction potentials, photoluminescence lifetime, and quantum yield properties was considered, as well as NMR, UV-vis, and IR spectroscopic attributes. The relevant chemical
entities were restricted to those with associated spectra or properties, or with an assigned
alphanumeric label. All information that is defined solely within a scheme or figure image
or a separate supplementary information document was considered outside the scope of our
system and was therefore excluded from the evaluation.
Table 3 presents the overall precision, recall, and F-score values for the extraction of
chemical identifiers, spectroscopic attributes, and chemical properties. These evaluation
metrics consider the extraction of an entire data record as an individual unit, as shown by
the schema diagram in Figure 8. A record is considered a false negative if any part of the
record is missing, a false positive if any part of the record is incorrect, and a true positive
only if it is exactly correct.
The following sections present a more detailed evaluation of the individual components
that make up each of the record types in Table 3.
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Table 3: The precision, recall and F-score measures for the extraction of various kinds of
information.
Chemical identifier records
Spectrum records
Chemical property records

Precision
94.1%
88.3%
93.5%

Recall
92.7%
85.4%
89.6%

F-Score
93.4%
86.8%
91.5%

Chemical Identifiers
Table 4 presents an evaluation of ChemDataExtractor’s ability to extract the names and alphanumeric labels of chemical entities in a document. Any identifier that is present in public
chemical databases or is resolvable using IUPAC naming rules is considered a name, while
all other identifiers that are typically only applicable within the context of the containing
document are considered labels.
Chemical name extraction is primarily dependent on the performance of the underlying
chemical named entity recognizers, while extraction of labels depends on their proximity to
a recognized chemical name or their presence within a table.
An F-score of 93.4% was obtained when considering chemical records as a whole, reflecting
ChemDataExtractor’s ability to identify which names and alphanumeric labels correspond to
the same chemical entity. Accurately matching alphanumeric labels to the relevant chemical
name is a vital prerequisite to successfully extracting any spectra and properties that are
defined solely in terms of a label.
Table 4: The precision, recall and F-score measures for the extraction of chemical identifiers.
Precision Recall
Chemical names
97.4%
96.3%
Alphanumeric labels
99.3%
97.3%
Full chemical identifier records 94.1% 92.7%

F-Score
96.8%
98.3%
93.4%

Spectroscopic attributes
An evaluation of ChemDataExtractor’s ability to extract various spectroscopic attributes is
shown in Table 5. As well as assessing the extraction of each individual spectrum attribute,
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the extraction of overall spectrum records is presented.
Table 5: The precision, recall and F-score measures for the extraction of spectroscopic
attributes.
Spectrum type
Chemical subject
Peak values
Solvent
Temperature
Apparatus
Full spectrum records

Precision Recall
99.9%
96.7%
93.4%
90.3%
98.6%
95.4%
99.5%
96.7%
100%
87.5%
96.9%
91.0%
88.3% 85.4%

F-Score
98.4%
91.8%
96.9%
98.1%
93.3%
93.8%
86.8%

Precision is consistently high across all attributes, and some even have no false positives
at all within the test set. This is due to the rule-based nature of the parsers in ChemDataExtractor, which are well-suited to the formulaic language and structure of scientific articles
that leave little room for mis-interpretation.
Contextual spectroscopic attributes such as temperature and apparatus present the greatest challenge in terms of resolving interdependencies between information that has been extracted from different document domains. For example, a spectrum may have peaks listed
in a table, temperature mentioned in a figure caption, and apparatus mentioned in the
main text, leading to the slightly lower recall values of 87.5% and 91.0% for temperature
and apparatus respectively. The ability to accurately match together these disparate pieces
of information is a unique strength of ChemDataExtractor, yet also presents the greatest
opportunity for further improvement.
Chemical properties
Table 6 presents the precision, recall and F-score for the extraction of different aspects of
chemical property information, as well as the overall property record.
Errors in property extraction typically occur where properties are reported in sentences
within the main text, rather than in a table. In these cases, while the value and units
are normally extracted without issue, complex sentence structures often result in a failure
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Table 6: The precision, recall and F-score measures for the extraction of chemical properties.
Property value
Property units
Chemical subject
Solvent
Temperature
Apparatus
Full property records

Precision
100%
100%
93.5%
100%
100%
100%
93.5%

Recall F-Score
95.9%
97.9%
94.8%
97.4%
89.6%
91.5%
94.4%
97.1%
88.9%
94.1%
87.5%
93.3%
89.6% 91.5%

to assign a chemical subject. Errors in extraction from tables also occasionally arise from
complex table structures; for example where some table cells are merged across multiple rows
or columns, as this can introduce ambiguity around the exact scope of the cell contents.

Evaluation of information extraction from patents
The performance of ChemDataExtractor was also tested against patent documents. To
this end, a case study on melting points was used for the evaluation since it offers a good
comparison to the recent work of Tetko et al., 15 who have generated a dataset of 241,958
melting points, which were mined from US patents using LeadMine 14 in combination with
a customized version of ChemicalTagger. 11 A comparative evaluation was performed by
applying ChemDataExtractor to a representative subset of the patents used in their study
and comparing the extracted melting point records from the two generated datasets. The
subset comprised a sample of 2,000 patents, which were drawn from a random selection of
US patent grants that were published in the years 2005-2014 and were present in the melting
point dataset published by Tetko et al..
In total, ChemDataExtractor obtained 18,180 unique melting points while Tetko et al.
obtained 13,198 from this sample. There is an overlap of 8,978 melting points that match
exactly between the two datasets, giving a shared total of 22,400 unique melting points.
Therefore, in addition to the 8,978 (40%) that are common to both datasets, there are 9,202
(41%) that occur only in the ChemDataExtractor dataset and 4,220 (19%) that occur only
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in the Tetko dataset. These non-matching subsets include a further 202 compounds that are
present in both datasets but with differing melting point values. Of the overall set of 9,180
common compounds, 97.8% have identical melting points, while the remaining melting point
pairings differ by a root mean squared deviation of 63 ◦ C.
When interpreting these values, it is important to note that Tetko et al. removed duplicate values across their entire dataset, prior to the evaluation sample being taken, while
the ChemDataExtractor duplicate values were only removed by considering the evaluation
sample itself. The published Tetko dataset only references a single patent for each melting
point, even if it was extracted from multiple ones, so many of the melting point values that
appear to be missing from the LeadMine-extracted evaluation sample from 2,000 patents
were in fact intentionally discarded because they were considered to be a duplicate of a
value from another patent outside the sample. 2,557 compounds for which melting points
appear to have been only extracted by ChemDataExtractor do in fact occur in the overall
Tetko dataset as extracted from a different patent. If the benefit of the doubt is given and
all of these cases are assumed to be duplicate removals, 11,535 (51%) of values are common
to both tools, 6,645 (30%) occur only in the ChemDataExtractor dataset, and 4,220 (19%)
occur only in the Tetko dataset. Tetko et al. also discarded an unspecified number of melting points that failed with descriptor calculation programs, which may further account for
differences between the two datasets.
Despite these differences, Table 7 shows that there is good agreement between the datasets
in terms of this classification according to the average melting point temperature, average
molecular weight, and average number of non-hydrogen atoms in the compounds involved.
Moreover, Figure 9 shows broad agreement in the distribution of melting point temperatures
for the different datasets, including being able to reproduce the peaks at 250 ◦ C and 300 ◦ C.
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Figure 9: Data distributions of melting point temperature values extracted by ChemDataExtractor (blue), and Tetko (green) from the evaluation sample of 2000 patents. The distribution for the entire Tetko dataset of 241,958 melting points is also shown in red. Note that
duplicate removal was performed on the entire Tetko dataset, prior to the evaluation sample
being taken.
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Table 7: The total number of melting point values (count), with the corresponding average
temperature (T), average molecular weight (MW) and average number of non-hydrogen
atoms (NA) of the compounds involved in the data records extracted by ChemDataExtractor
and Tetko et al. for the evaluation sample of 2000 patents. Values for the entire Tetko dataset
are also shown for comparison.
Dataset
Count Average T (◦ C)
ChemDataExtractor 18,180
166.3
Tetko
13,198
164.1
Tetko (All)
241,958
159

Average MW
385.5
385.1
357

Average NA
26.9
27.0
25.0

Evaluation of natural language processing components
The performance of each individual component in the natural language processing pipeline
can place an effective upper bound on the ability to accurately extract information. Imperfect
performance in earlier stages carries through the pipeline and can degrade the performance
of each subsequent stage. For example, incorrect POS tags can have a direct negative impact
on both the recognition of chemical entities and the parsing of a sentence. Likewise, missing
or incorrectly recognized chemical entity names can invalidate the extraction of all associated
spectroscopic data and properties.
Therefore, it is important to quantify the performance of each component to identify the
greatest barriers to improved performance of the overall system.

Chemical entity mentions
To facilitate comparison with other text mining tools, recognition of individual chemical
mentions was evaluated. This evaluation was performed using the CHEMDNER corpus. 33
This consists of 3,000 abstracts from across the chemistry domain that have been manually annotated with 25,351 chemical entity mentions. Results were calculated using the
bc-evaluate tool provided by the CHEMDNER organizers.
Table 8 shows the precision, recall and F-score for the individual CRF, dictionary and
regular expression components of the chemical entity recognition system, as well as for
the overall combined system. The overall combined F-score of 87.8% exceeds the scores
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achieved by all the tools that officially entered the CHEMDNER chemical names extraction
challenge. 32 The two best entries were tmChem by Leaman et al., 37 which achieved an Fscore of 87.39%, and a system by Lu et al., 38 which achieved an F-score of 87.11%. Lu
et al. have since published an alternative version of their system that achieved an F-score of
88.06%, which outperforms ChemDataExtractor on this statistic by 0.3%.
The CRF recognizer with word cluster features is the best performing individual component, with an F-score of 84.9%. While the dictionary recognizer has similar precision to
the CRF, it has inferior recall, primarily caused by poor recognition of systematic names
and chemical formulae. This weakness is typical of dictionary-based methods, where each
chemical name must be present in the dictionary for it to be successfully recognized.
The regular expression recognizer is only designed to recognize a limited set of chemical
identifier patterns, such as database registry numbers and chemical formulae, and therefore
has poor recall of just 11.0% when applied on its own. However, these types of chemical
identifiers can pose the greatest difficulty for the CRF and dictionary methods, and therefore the regular expression component still makes a worthwhile contribution to the overall
combined system.
Table 8: Precision, recall and F-score of conditional random field (CRF), dictionary, and
regular expression chemical named entity recognizers when used separately and in combination.
System
CRF
Dictionary
Regular expression
Combined system

Precision
90.5%
88.6%
89.4%
89.1%

Recall F-score
80.0% 84.9%
70.2% 78.3%
11.0% 19.6%
86.6% 87.8%

POS tagging
POS tagging performance was evaluated through the use of two different corpora that have
been manually annotated with POS tags: The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus, 28 which
consists of 1 million words from 1989 Wall Street Journal news articles, and the GENIA
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corpus, 29 which consists of 2,000 MEDLINE abstracts that cover the biomedical domain.
The standard WSJ splitting convention was used, with sections 0–18 for training, 19–21 for
development, and 22–24 for evaluation. The first 90% of the GENIA corpus was used for
training, and the remaining 10% for evaluation, matching the split used by Tsuruoka et al. 4
in developing a biomedical POS tagger.
Table 9 presents the POS tagging accuracy of different training configurations on the
WSJ and GENIA evaluation corpora. Supervised training was performed using the WSJ
and GENIA training corpora individually, and also both combined. The effect of adding
unsupervised features from word clusters was also evaluated on each of these three configurations.
Table 9: POS tagging accuracy of different training systems evaluated on the WSJ and
GENIA evaluation corpora.
Training system
WSJ
WSJ+clusters
GENIA
GENIA+clusters
WSJ+GENIA
WSJ+GENIA+clusters

WSJ
97.19%
97.23%
78.88%
81.19%
97.02%
97.08%

GENIA
83.50%
84.15%
98.53%
98.62%
98.26%
98.34%

Taggers trained individually on either the WSJ or the GENIA corpus achieved the best
performance when evaluated on that same corpus, but afforded the poorest performance
when evaluated on the opposite corpus. The tagger trained on the WSJ training corpus
achieved an accuracy of 97.23% on the WSJ evaluation corpus, which falls to 84.15% on
the GENIA evaluation corpus. Likewise, the tagger trained on the GENIA training corpus
achieved an accuracy of 98.62% on the GENIA evaluation corpus, which falls to 81.19% on
the WSJ evaluation corpus.
The tagger trained on the combined WSJ and GENIA corpora achieves good accuracy
on both evaluation corpora, with 97.08% on the WSJ evaluation corpus and 98.34% on the
GENIA evaluation corpus. This matches the observations of Tsuruoka et al., indicating that
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using the combined newspaper and biomedical training sets extends coverage over both and
has little negative impact compared to the specialized training for a specific domain.
The addition of word cluster features has a positive effect in all cases, but this is most
significant in the cases where there is a mismatch between the training corpus and the
evaluation corpus. The accuracy of the WSJ-trained tagger on the GENIA corpus rises from
83.50% to 84.15%, and the accuracy of the GENIA-trained tagger on the WSJ corpus rises
from 78.88% to 81.19%. This suggests that unsupervised word cluster features are capable
of broadening the coverage of a POS tagger outside the domain of its supervised training,
and therefore should lead to improved performance across the wider chemistry domain for
the tagger trained on the combined WSJ and GENIA corpus.

Conclusions
ChemDataExtractor is able to automatically extract chemical information from scientific
documents, facilitating the creation of massive chemical databases with minimal time and
effort. The system consists of a modular document processing pipeline with extensible components for natural language processing that achieve state-of-the-art performance for POS
tagging and chemical named entity recognition.
In contrast to most existing text-mining systems that focus on extracting entities from
individual sentences, ChemDataExtractor provides a table processor for extraction of tabulated experimental properties and document-level processing algorithms to resolve data
interdependencies and produce unified chemical records that incorporate information from
multiple document domains. Evaluations demonstrate good performance in the extraction
of chemical entities and their associated experimental properties and spectroscopic data.
The generic and extensible design of the system means it can applied to the extraction
of any chemical properties, measurements and relationships with minimal additional effort.
This leads to the ultimate goal of quickly auto-generating chemical structure and property
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databases for materials science and other fields. Future work will focus on extending the
system to further property and spectrum types, and improving the performance of individual
natural language processing components.

Software and Data Availability
ChemDataExtractor is released under the MIT license and is available to download from

http://chemdataextractor.org. An interactive online demo is available at http://chemdataextractor.
org/demo and a user guide, code examples and full API documentation are available at
http://chemdataextractor.org/docs. Datasets produced by ChemDataExtractor as part
of the evaluation are available at http://chemdataextractor.org/evaluation, including
melting points extracted from 2,000 patents and full data records extracted from 50 journal
articles.
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